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Abstract
QUANTIFICATION AND DEVELOPEMENT

OF MARGINAL COST BASED
ELECTRIC RATES--

THE PERTURBATION METHOD

by SanfordV. Berg
and Larry B. Brockman

This study reviews the economic rationale behind marginal cost
based rates and calculates time-of-use costs for an electric utility.
Five basic methodologies for calculating marginal costs are briefly
compared, but only one is actually applied. The Cicchetti-Gillen
Smo1ensky (CGS) approach to theperturbationmetnodis applied to
Florida Power Corporation for 1979. Marginal cost:;sare estimated for
two broad seasons (Apri1....0ctober and November-March), during peak and
off-peak hours, for weekdays and weekends. Energy and capacity costs
are calculated for two voltage levels. We then test the sensitivity
of the results to alternative assumptions abo.ut interest rate, reserve
margin, price of capacity, and hours in the peak. A suggested modifi
cation to the CGS method used toreca1cul.at:eeapacity .costs. The
steps for translating costsinto.ratesare then discussed C3.nd the original
CGS costs are used to develop marginal cost based electric rates which
yield the same revenue per customer class as the actual 1979 rates.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
QUANTIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT

OF MARGINAL COST BASED ELECTRIC RATES:
THE PERTURBATION METHOD

By Sanford V. Berg and Larry B. Brockman

If the economic benefits of moving to time-of-use (TOU) pricing exceed

the associated metering costs, then adoption of marginal cost based electric

rates will enhance economic efficiency. TOU rates also promote fairness in

that off-peak consumers no longer pay for costs incurred to meet the demands

of peak consumers. To derive marginal cost based TOU rates, decision-makers

must select appropriate costing methodologilles, particularly for calculating

marginal generation costs. This study both applies and critiques the per-

turbation approach to calculating marginal costs, to assist regulators and

utilities in their evaluation of associated TOU rates.

Chapter 1 first describes thePURPA policy initiatives and economic

theories national debate over marginal cost pricing. The rationale behind

marginal cost based rates is essentially that customers and producers ought

to bear thecost~consequencesof their decisions. Economic efficiency is

promoted when customers continue to purchase a good (or service) up to

where the marginal benefit to the consumers equals the marginal cost of

production (the additional resources given up by society to produce the

last unit of output). Under uniform pricing (based on historical or

embedded costs), there is underproduction during off-peak hours and over-

production during peak hours. The resulting misallocations can be charac-

terized in terms of lost potential benefits to consumers.

The consumer benefits of TOU rates increase over time, as customers

are·aole to adjust their stock of electricity-using appliances and to pur-:

chase timers and other devices. Thus, residential, commerical, and industrial
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customers will be more responsive to price changes as the adjustment time

lengthens. Capacity additions to meet growth in peak demand are then delayed,

resulting in reductions: in revenue requirements. To obtain these savings,

regulators must evaluate marginal costs, which requires agreement on a

number of conceptual and measurement issues. One conceptual issue is whether

short run or longrun marginal costs are more appropriate. Should price sig

nals reflect the additional cost to society of additional production today

(given the existing level and mix of generating capacity), or the additional

cost t10 society of the additional output ·if the firm were allowed to vary

all inputs, including the generation mix? The former costs are highly vol

atile for electric utilities, so that pricing on the basis of short run costs

may confuse customers, rather than assist them in making wise consumption

decisiqns. If price includes a capacity component, the consumer receives a

price signal that better reflects the long run implications of additional

consumption at peak times.

Peak load (or TOU) pricing recognizes that the cost of service (calcul

ated in a number of ways) is higher during certain seasons and at certain times

of day. A utility would not charge a uniform price at all times of the day,

irrespective of costs. A higher price would be in effect during peak hours,

when costs were relat'ively h:!-gh, while lower prices .would be Offered during

off-peak hours when the cost of service is low. Of course, movement toward

such a pricing structure wouldreqlJ.ire investment In time.... of.... day meters.

The last part of Chapter I surveys five of the well-documented al

ternative methods for calculating marginal costs, with marginal ge~:ration

costs representing a major source of disagreement. Some view the existence

of alternative marginal costing methodologies as involving a contest or race

in which there can be only one "correct" 'methodology. The authors of this

study do Rot airee. In swimming, for example, both the butterfly and the
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breast stroke will get the contestant across the pool. While a I~serviceable

free style" might be the goal of marginal costing practitioners, it may be

that a kind of relay involving several strokes is best. There appears to

be instances where one methodology fits better than another, depending on

the circumstances and data ttva-ll~bilit-y of the partic1ilar~utility~ Only time

and experience can provide answers to these issues. One thing we know for

sure: sinking is not swimming. Similarly, an embedded cost methodology is

not going to g:i.ve efficient price signals.

One difference among methodologies is whether capacity additions are

viewed in a historical oontext, in which an actual firm is altering its

existing plant optimally over time, or whether additions are being made to

a firm whose generation mix is being planned de novo. The former conception

is used in the Cicchetti-Gillen-Smolensky (CGS) version of the perturbation

methodology, while National Economic Research Associates (NERA) adopts the

latter standard. Both perturbation approaches look at the effects of varia~

ations in the load curve from the viewpoint of the system planning engineer.

Both recognize that shifts in the load curve (due to price changesQ:y-otherfactors2

change the expansion. plan; thus the incremental costs are net costs of the shift

plus (minus) any other costs (savings) directly attributable to the load

change. The CGS technique sometimes takes the next movable.base load unit

(or units) as the marginal capacity, while the NERA technique usually has

peaking units (combustion turbines) represent marginal generating capacity.

CGS takes the cost of capacity as the "cost of advancing or delaying units

in the construction schedule to meet a change in demand ••• (with the) •.. cost

allocated equally across all hours of the peak period using loss of load

probability and judgement to determine the peak period" (p. 1-16). Three

other methodologies are briefly described in the first chapter. The Ernst &

Whinney and Gordian approaches adopt the de novo and historial conceptions
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respectively, of long run marginal cost. Both methods differ from the

CGS and NERA perturbation approaches by drawing more heavily on econometrics

and computer modeling. The E & W technique draws from neoclassical economic

theory and estimates a production relationship, in order to estimate a cost

function. Gordian, like CGS, includes the variable cost of the existing system,

and unlike CGS, uses a linear progrannning optimization model. A fifth meth

odology, proposed by Ebasco Business Consulting Company (EBBCo) is essen

tially a short run marginal cost calcultion; instead of calculating a capacity

cost, EBBCo finds the price needed to limit quantity demanded if the re

liability criterion is not to be exceeded. In equilibrium, and in the absence

of indivisibilities, change, and uncertainty, these various approaches are

not mutually inconsistant.

We do not endorse any particular methodology, but chose to apply the CGS

perturbation technique to Florida Power Corporation because it was readily

available, well-documented, and accepted by many practioners as basically

sound. The main benefit of the project may have been its role as a catalyst

in bringing together technical personnel (such as systems planners, rate de

signers and economic analysts) from state utilities and the Florida Public

Service Connnission. When such individuals consider a concrete situation

which includes some of the special characteristics of a Florida utility,

they are less likely to view marginal cost pricing in abstract terms. Having

a particular methodology applied to FPC allows all the assumptions and approx

imations to be catalogued and analyzed in the context of Florida rate-making

and allows the reader to much more easily understand the distinguishing

features of any marginal costing methodology.
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Chapter 2 describes in detail the steps and calculations necessary in

the CGS perturbation approach. There is a capacity (or demand charge) por-

tion of the peak period marginal cost, a marginal energy charge (which may

differ between peak and off-peak periods) and a marginal customer charge.

Reserve margins, line losses, the cost of capital, and other factors are

taken into account in the analysis. The basic types of data are.list:ed

below:

1. "Opportunity cost of capital" to the firm, used to calculate the
annualized one year cost of moving generation facilities forward.
It should be a weighted average of monies the firm borrows plus
return on equity, taxes, etc.

2. Number of years over which to ammortize plant, also used in cal
culating annual capacity costs. It presents no problem to utilities
since they already depreciate plants over some lifetime.

3. Transmission and Distribution system losses by voltage level, used
to increase demand and energy cost to adcount for losses. These
data are needed bo-th on and of-f:-peak.Theycan usually be obtained
only for a few of the voltage levels present on a system (from power
flow studies).

4. Either historical or future T & D expansion pl~ns and cost for a
period of time long enough to smooth out any lumpy investments not
due to load growth.

5. A forecast of peak demand for a period of time corresponding to (4).

6. The future generation expansion plans of the utility, which are
usually readily available as a published document. Cost of future
facilities is also needed.

7. The estimated fuel savings from moving a plant forward a year, which
maybe obtained from production simulation runs or estimated by
operato.rs.

8. The fuel and 0 & M costs by period for existing plant or that existing
at time for which marginal costs are being calculated. Methods
similar to (7) are used.

9. An estimate from system planners as to which plants and facilities
would be moved.

The chapter concludes with a brief discussion on :the selection of the

peak and of off-peak periods. Statistical techniques can be used to group
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production costs and consumption patterns on the basis of homogeneity. In

addition, the likely customer responses need to be taken into account to

avoid peak shifts. Narrowly defined rating periods are probably inappro

priate, given possible instability of costs, KW demands, and energy usage.

The next chapter applies the CGS perturbation method to Florida Power

Corporation to derive marginal costs for 1979. Since the purpose of the

calculations is solely to test and give information on the workings and

sensitivity of the CGS approach, the results are preliminary and illustrative.

The rating periods, load forecasts, systems plan, and proposed alterations

(to meet perturbations in the load) would all differ today (April 1980)

from the numbers used in making these calculations (July/August 1979).

A second reason why the results presented in Chapter 3 would be inappropriate

for a rate case is that much more precise estimates and detailed documen

tation is necessary for regulatory purposes.

After quantifying the variab.Jbes described in Chapter 2, this chapter

proceeds to derive marginal costs for Summer (April-October) and Winter

(November-March), both peak and off-peak, and for weekends a.nd holidays.

The results for the base case appear in Table 3-6. Because of lower line

losses and reduced distribution requirements, the marginal costs for these

five periods are lower at the transmission level than at the distribution

level. At the latter level, we obtain over a four to one differential

between peak and off-peak periods. The generation capacity charge is the

major determinant of this cost differential.

To test the sensitivity of the CGS approach to changes in the basic

input assumptions, several tests were conducted and the effects anqlyzed.

Different generating units were assumed moved, the opportunity cost of

capital was varied, the reserve margin was lowered, and the number of hours

in the peak period was modified. The sensitivity results are presented in ~able

3-7.
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Chapter 4 explores some anomalies of this application of the CGS tech

nique to FPC. Although the CGS perturbation method does parallel the

actual planning process of the utility, CGS point out that moving a par

ticular generating unit forward one year may not make economic sense. For

example, a utility could respond to a change in load by negotiating long

term purchases from other utilities. In such instances, the marginal cost

would be the price paid under those new contracts. Although this alternative

was not considered in this study of FPC, it certainly is a relevant altern

ative.

The results we obtained in applying the CGS technique to FPC lead us

to question whether the marginal costs of moving a base load unit forward

one year were not in fact too great to justify choosing that alternative

over a lower cost one (such as purchasing power for a year). Reflections

on the planning prices revealed that unless the load forecast was incre

mented enough to justify moving the unit, then sufficient fuel cost savings

would not accrue to make this option economically viable. The authors,

therefore, recommend that if the CGS technique is used, the load be I'.

be incremented enough in the production simulations fo justify the move.

FPC was asked to run new production simulations incrementing the load; the

fuel savings incneased' from $3.9 million to over $3,9 million, which would

reduce the marginal generating capacity cost.

Our experience with FPC data strengthens our view that one should not

use a software program or particular methodology uncritically when calculating

the marginal cost of electric power. Instead, one must first compare the

situation to the assumptions of the method. When the situation and the

assumptions do not correspond, the methodology may have to be expanded to
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incorporate additional features. Only when careful scrutiny has been

given to the interpretation of the numbers can the results be successfully

defended as reasonable approximations to marginal costs.

In Chapter 5, the principles of rate design are reviewed and then

illustrative TOU rates are derived for FPC, based on the previous cost cal

culations. The issues in applying TOU rates are discussed, especially the

time pattern of implementation. For example, the cost of meters can be ex

pected to decline in real terms over time. They will also become more

flexible and sophisticated. Investments in meters today imply some fore

gone gains in the future. But ,'certainly for large users, this problem is

moot, since those opportunity costs are unlikely to outweigh the current

benefits of reduced capacity requirements and improved fuel efficiency.

For residential customers, however, a wide range of load management devices

are becoming available; TOU pricing, interruptible rates (load management),

and hybrids complicate the choice. Current investment in meters implies a

reduction in flexibility for the future, although without the load research

(made possible by the meters) future investment plans (and rate designs)

will lack necessary information.

The chapter also notes that rate derivation is an iternative process.

If energy (and capacity) demand were both very responsive to price, the

movement to marginal-cost based rates would be expected to caus~ revisions

in a utility's ten year expansion plan. Unless price elasticities were

taken into account by rate-makers, the new marginal-cost based rates derived

the following year, based on the new expansion plan incorporating the

dampened demand growth, would have to be changed--perhaps dramatically.

Sensitivity test should be performed in anticipation of such developments.



Such considerations suggest that rate design will continue to be an "art"

based on informed judgment. However, the information framework from which

the judgments will be made is vastly superior to the embedded data used in

the past.

Bonbright's traditional rate-making objectives are discussed in terms

of a transition to TOUrates. The following eight goals are discussed:

(1) simplicity and public acceptibility, (2) freedom from controversy,

(3) revenue sufficiency to earn a fair return, (4) revenue stability,

(5) rate stability, (6) fairness in apportionment of total costs, (7) avoid

ance of undue rate discrimination, and (8) encouragement of efficiency.

Illustrative rates are then calculated for six classes (or groupings):

Residential, general service~-non-demandmetered class, general service-

demand metered class, miscellaneous, street-lighting, and largest industrial

users. A key constraint in the construction of these rates involved holding

the class contribution to what it was prior to TOU rates. In addition, for

simplicity, only three broad periods were utilized: Winter peak, non

winter peak, and off-peak.

The class contribution constaint meant that a surplus (or deficit)

when marginal cost rates were charged had to be made up through a customer

credit (or charge). Alternatively ,rates could be adjusted, taking into

a.CC0unt=:.demand elasticities and ignoring tlieclass i 'contribution constraint.

Inelastic demands would experience the relatively largest price shifts,

since they minimize resource misallocations. We did not attempt to

analyze or comment on the relative mix of burdens within a customer class-

a necessary step for a rate case. We did, however, introduce short-run

demand elasticity considerations. The resulting rate structures (shown
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in Tables 5-2 through 5-7) do not include a KW charge for groups now

being demand metered. It might be that during some transitional period,

such rates would be retained. Further study in this area is necessary.

The concluding chapter reviews some comparisons of the different

methodologies and underscores the limitations of this preliminary investi-

gation. These observations are summarized below:

(1) The calculation of a capital recovery factor is dependent upon
permitted rate of return, taxes, anticipated inflation and tech
nological. change, and other variables. Given'the importance of
this factor,care must go into its derivation.

(2) Use of annualized (or levelized) capacity costs does permit
comparisons'''''6£ benefits and costs,but some observers view it
as loading costs at the front end of the time period--especially
if short-run opportunity costs are'taken to be the ones relevant
for pricingpqrposes.

(3) The calculation of marginal transmission and distribution capacity'
costs was very crude. Problems arise when using either historical
extrapolations or marginal plans. More work needs to be done in
this area.

(4) The calculation of a customer charge (for the basic distribution
system and hookup, billing, etc.) was left up in the air, as was
its translation into rates. In our example, we assumed that hookups
were unresponsive to monthly charges, but this revenue adjustment
approach has implications for the variability of utility cash
flows.

(5) The selection of rating periods is a very complex process. Periods
of long run (or short run -- system lambda) marginal cost homo
geneity may be determined by judgment, cluster analysis, LOLP or
other techniques. The various competing methods offer some in
sights into this area. Due to data limitations, different rating
periods were used for calculating costs and for determining revenues
in deriving our rates. This inconsistancy needs to be corrected.

(6) The choice of long run over short run marginal costs is judge
mental. Characterizing situations where one or the other appears
to be more appropriate should receive high research priority.

(7) CGS perturbations involve lumpiness in generation additiona. Should
costs be treated "as though" there were more flexibility, so the
unit cost of capacity would not rise with smaller additions?

(8) Given the range of uncertainty associated with both input prices
and ,load forecasts, a number of plausible scenarios should be run



for rate case purposes, so that the range of outcomes (and associ
ated rate structures) ~an be carefully delimited.

(9) The inclusion of a metering charge in the TaU rates raises the issue
of appropriate depreciation. Anticipated technological changes
would justify rapid depreciation (and high monthly charges) since
current meter investments imply that future opportunities will be
foregone. On the other hand, one can argue that utilities are
gaining information about customer behavior under TaU rates, which
benefits all customers. Thus, especially if TaU rates are voluntary,
lower monthly charges might be more appropriate.

(10) The calculation and role of fuel adjustment charges has not
been given much attention in this study. This issue will need
to be addressed for rate-making purposes.

(11) The marketing of TaU rates will be a key determinant of ultimate
consumer acceptance. This report does not address this important
topic.

Several implementation issues are then discussed, including the

implications of TaU pricing for the conservation of energy. In addition,

phasing in TaD rates and partial implementation raise the issue of dis-

crimination--both across and within customer classes." The metering cost

makes time-af-day (TaD) rates uneconomical for low use customers. Optioncil

rates which reflect the costs (and savings) associated with TaD rates may

be adequate to solve the potential discrimination problem. Some penalty

charge for maintaining the prior (uniform price) status might be called

for since some cost is imposed on other electricity users when small users

do not conserve on the peak. Finally, "second best" issues are addressed

in the context of rate-making. We conclude that such considerations can

be ignored for pricing in the electricity sector, just as they are ignored

in our antitrust policies.

Movement away from fully allocated cost based prices would not jeopar-



dize the financial viability of electric utilities. We believe that it

is important to separate the process by which total revenue requirements

are determined from the process by which efficient and equitable price

structures are selected. To meet the former objective, we recommend policies

ensuring that electric utilities have the financial strength to attract

capital to maintain current levels of service and meet future demand. The

permitt.ed rate-of-return necessary to ensure financial strength is det

ermined through hearings and the presentation of evidence. The revenue

requirements, on the other hand, can be met through a variety of price

structures; however, some cost allocation schemes can promote inefficiency.

Just as regulators must now weigh alternative testimony on the exact rate

of-return to be permitted to a utility, they are likely to be weighing

evidence on the basis for pricing structures. Here we have attempted to

build a case for marginal cost based pricing, and for the development of

costing techniques which can move us in this direction.

We acknowlege the technical assistance of many individuals from the

Florida Public Service Commission and Florida Power Corporation. However,

the analysis and points of view expressed herein do not necessarily represent

the official view of sponsoring or cooperating organizations. This study

is offered as an addition to the growing body of analysis in the important

area of marginal cost-based electric rates.
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